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Color Image Indexing Using BTC
Guoping Qiu

Abstract—This paper presents a new application of a well-
studied image coding technique, namely block truncation coding
(BTC). It is shown that BTC can not only be used for compressing
color images, it can also be conveniently used for content-based
image retrieval from image databases. From the BTC compressed
stream (without performing decoding), we derive two image con-
tent description features, one termed the block color co-occurrence
matrix (BCCM) and the other block pattern histogram (BPH). We
use BCCM and BPH to compute the similarity measures of images
for content-based image retrieval applications. Experimental
results are presented which demonstrate that BCCM and BPH
are comparable to similar state of the art techniques.

Index Terms—Block truncation coding (BTC), color quantiza-
tion, content-based image retrieval, image coding, image database.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE rapid expansion of the Internet and fast advancement
in color imaging technologies have made digital color im-

ages more and more readily available to professional and am-
ateur users. The large amount of image collections available
from a variety of sources (digital camera, digital video, scanner,
the Internet, etc.) have posed increasing technical challenges to
computer systems to store/transmit and index/manage the image
data effectively and efficiently to make such collections easily
accessible.

The storage and transmission challenge is tackled by image
coding/compression, which has been studied for more than
30 years and significant advancements have been made. Many
successful, efficient and effective image-coding techniques
have been developed and the body of literature on image coding
is huge. Well-developed and popular international standards,
e.g., [6], on image coding have also long been available and
widely used in many applications.

The challenge to image indexing/management is studied in
the context of image database, which has also been actively re-
searched by researchers from a wide range of disciplines in-
cluding those from computer vision, image processing, and tra-
ditional database areas for over a decade [14]. One particularly
promising approach to image database indexing and retrieval is
the query by image content (QBIC) method [1], whereby the vi-
sual contents of the images, such as color distribution (color his-
togram), texture attributes and other image features are extracted
from the image using computer vision/image processing tech-
niques and used as indexing keys. In an image database, these
visual keys are stored along with the actual imagery data and
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image retrieval from the database is based on the matching of
the models visual keys with those of the query images. Because
extra information has to be stored with the images, traditional
approach to QBIC is not efficient in terms of data storage. Not
only is it inefficient, it is also inflexible in the sense that image
matching/retrieval can only based on the pre-computed set of
image features.

Many image-coding methods developed over the years are es-
sentially based on the extraction and retention of the most impor-
tant (visual) information of the image. The retained important in-
formation, such as the DCT coefficients of JPEG can be used for
image indexing and object recognition [2]. However, since JPEG
and other similar methods are not explicitly designed for image
indexing purpose, models and features have to be derived from
the transform coefficients,which generally involves complicated
and complex computation and also leads to an expansion of data.
For example, it has been demonstrated that color is an excellent
cue for image indexing [3], however, it is difficult to explicitly
exploit color information fromthe transformcoefficientswithout
decoding. On the other hand, nontransform based image coding
can have image features such as color more easily available. For
example, recent work on color image coding using vector quan-
tization has demonstrated that color as well as pattern informa-
tion can be readily available in the compressed image stream
(without performing decoding) to be used as image indices for
effective and efficient image retrieval [4].

Block truncation coding (BTC) is a relatively simple image
coding technique developed in the early years of digital imaging
more than 20 years ago [5]. Although it is a simple technique,
BTC has played an important role in the history of digital image
coding in the sense that many advanced coding techniques
have been developed based on BTC or inspired by the success
of BTC. Even though the compression ratios achievable by
BTC have long been surpassed by many newer image-coding
techniques such as DCT (JPEG) [6] and wavelet [7], the com-
putational simplicity of BTC has made it and BTC-like image
coding techniques attractive in applications whereby real time
fast implementation is desirable. Further more, with the rapid
advancement in processor speed, storage device technology and
faster network connection, low bit rate coding is no longer a
critical factor in many practical applications. Based on a certain
tradeoff, higher bit rate and complexity can be acceptable. On
the other hand, with very large image collections becoming
more and more common, effectively managing large image
database, making images easily accessible have becoming a
challenge. Modern imaging systems not only require efficient
coding, but also easy manipulation, indexing and retrieval, the
so-called “fourth criterion” in image coding [18].

In this paper we shall show another attractive feature of BTC-
types image coding methods. We shall demonstrate that BTC
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can not only be used for image coding, it can also be conve-
niently and effectively used in content based image indexing
and retrieval for image database applications. In Section II, we
first briefly review the original BTC idea and its application in
color image coding. In Section III, we develop a method to de-
rive image content description features directly from the BTC
stream without performing decoding. Two types of features are
derived, one characterizes the statistics of the color correlation
within the blocks and the other characterizes the statistics of the
spatial patterns of the blocks. In Section IV, we present experi-
mental results on content-based image retrieval to demonstrate
that the new method is comparable to state of the art techniques.
Concluding remarks are given in Section V.

II. BTC FOR COLOR IMAGE CODING

Block truncation coding (BTC) was first developed in 1979
for greyscale image coding [5]. This method first divides the
image to be coded into small nonoverlapping image blocks (typ-
ically of size 4 4 pixels to achieve reasonable quality). The
small blocks are coded one at a time. For each block, the orig-
inal pixels within the block are coded using a binary bit-map
the same size as the original block and two mean pixel values.1

The method first computes the mean pixel value of the whole
block and then each pixel in that block is compared to the block
mean. If a pixel is greater than or equal to the block mean, the
corresponding pixel position of the bitmap will have a value of
1, otherwise it will have a value of 0. Two mean pixel values,
one for the pixels greater than or equal to the block mean and
the other for the pixels smaller than the block mean are also cal-
culated. At decoding stage, the small blocks are decoded one
at a time. For each block, the pixel positions where the corre-
sponding bitmap has a value of 1 is replaced by one mean pixel
value and those pixel positions where the corresponding bitmap
has a value of 0 is replaced by another mean pixel value.

It was quite nature to extend BTC to multispectrum images
such as color images and a number of authors have suggested
various methods [8]–[10]. The simplest extension was to view a
color image as consisting of three independent greyscale images
and apply BTC to each color plane independently. The disad-
vantage of this method is that three bit planes are needed hence
the compression ratios achievable are low. A more aggressive
approach is to exploit the redundancy exits between spectrum
bands by using only a single bit map for all the spectral bands.
In this work, we used single bit plane BTC.

Most color images are recorded in RGB space, which is
perhaps the most well-known color space. Various other color
spaces that are suited for different image processing tasks also
exist. Apart from RGB space, the YCbCr space defined by the
International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) for HDTV
systems [11] and the CIE uniform color space [12]
are often used in the literature. We have experimented with all
these color spaces and in terms of coding and image retrieval
performances in the context of this paper, the difference

1In the original implementation, the block mean and the variance of the pixels
are used to preserve the first and second moments of the block. The descriptions
here follow a later version of BTC, which was shown to give better performance
[8] and suitable for our application.

between various spaces is very small. We therefore only report
results based on the RBG space.

As described previously, BTC divides the image to be coded
into small blocks and code them one at a time. For single bit
map BTC of color image, a single binary bitmap the same
size as the block is created and two colors are computed to
approximate the pixels within the block [10]. To create a
binary bitmap in the RGB space, an inter-band average image
(IBAI) is first created and a single scalar value is found as the
threshold value. The bitmap is then created by comparing the
pixels in the IBAI with the threshold value. Formally, Let

be
an color image block in RGB space. Let

be the inter-band average
image, then we have

(1)

and the threshold is computed as the mean of, i.e.,

(2)

The binary bitmap ,
is computed as

if
if

(3)

After the creation of the bitmap, two representative (mean)
colors are then computed. The two mean colors, MC

and MC , are computed
as follows:

(4)

(5)
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For achievable compression bit rates, readers are referred to,
e.g., [9], [10] for various techniques applicable to post BTC
coding for reducing the bit rates. The images in our application
are visual images, i.e., the final judgement of the image quality
lies on the human observers. Through psychovisual experiment,
we found that the visual quality of the BTC coded images were
not greatly affected by color quantizing the mean colors [19].
Therefore, for each BTC coded image, a color table (palette)
[20] consists of 256 colors are constructed and stored. The mean
colors are coded (8 bits per mean color) as the indices of the
colors in the color table that are the closest to the mean colors.
Therefore the bit rate in our scheme is 2 bits/pixel or 12 : 1 com-
pression, plus 768 bytes (2563 bytes) color table overhead
in each image. Our content descriptors are derived from such a
BTC coded scheme.

III. D ERIVING IMAGE CONTENT DESCRIPTION

FEATURESFROM BTC CODE

It is clear from above descriptions of single bit map BTC for
color image coding that the BTC code for each small block con-
sists of two color indices and a binary bitmap. In this section,
we describe methods to derive image content description fea-
tures from the mean color indices and the bitmap pattern for
image retrieval in database applications.

Content based image indexing and retrieval for image data-
base is an important topic of research, which has attracted ex-
tensive interests in recent years [1], [14]. Early approaches used
color alone for indexing [3]. This approach has been very suc-
cessful and is extensively used in many of today’s research and
commercial systems. However, it is well known that the biggest
drawback of color histogram based method is that histogram is a
global measure, it does not contain any spatial information. Re-
cently, researchers have developed a better and more discrimina-
tive technique known as the color correlogram (CC) technique
[15], which has been shown to provide significant improvement
over the original color histogram approach. Color correlogram
is very similar to co-occurrence matrix [16] developed some 20
years ago for greyscale texture classification. Formally, the CC
of image is defined
as

(6)

where the original image is quantized to colors
and the distance between the two pixel

is fixed a priori. In words, the CC of an
image is the probability of joint occurrence of two pixels some

distance apart that one pixel belongs to colorand the other
belongs to color . The size of CC is . To reduce
storage requirement, [15] concentrated on auto-correlogram
whereby and its size is of .

Fig. 1. Block bitmap codebook patterns. These 256 4� 4 bitmap patterns were
derived using binary vector quantization trained with over 3.5 million samples.

A. BTC Color Co-Occurrence Matrix (BCCM)

Similar to CC described above, we exploit the code of BTC
described in the last section by introducing a similar statistical
measure, which we term BTC or block color co-occurrence ma-
trix (BCCM). As in the case of CC, a global color table consists
of J colors is first designed. It is important to understand that
there is only ONE global color table (its design will be described
in the next section) which is used by all images, the query as well
as all images in the database. This global color table is different
from the color tables used by each individual image in the post
BTC coding described in the last section. To make the distinc-
tion, we shall call the individual image’s color table local color
table. The BCCM of an image is constructed as follows.

Let be the J-color
global color table, be the
256-color local color table of a BTC coded image. For a BTC
coded image block, B, its bit stream consists of a bitmap and
two 8-bit integer numbers, i.e., . These
two integers, , , are the color indices of the two
mean colors pointing to two colors in the local color table. We
construct ahashtable indexing the global color indices with the
local color indices. LetIHashbe a color indices hash table which
has the local color indices, , as its key and the global color
indices, , as its value. The hash table can be constructed as
(see (7) at the bottom of the page), i.e, each local color index is

and

for all (7)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Subset of the 120 texture classes used in the first experiment. Notice that these textures differ significantly from those used to train theglobal color
table and the codebook of block bitmap patterns. (b) Examples of subimages belong to the same class.

mapped to a global color index based on a minimum distance
criterion (it is possible that two or more local color indices may
be mapped to the same global index). This hash table can either
be constructed on-line or stored with the encoded image data,
which will incur a slight overhead (we opt for storing this hash
table in our experiments).

The BCCM of an image is defined as the probability of the
co-occurrence of two mean colors within the BTC blocks. For-
mally

(8)
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where and are the pair of local color indices of the BTC
mean colors within the same block. Equivalently,
gives the probability that a BTC coded block having one mean
color MC (local color quantized color) being mapped to the
i-th color in the global color table and other mean color MC
(local color quantized color) being mapped to the-th color in
the global color table.

Obviously, since the mean colors of the block are coded
into local color indices, the operation only involves hash table
retrieval and is therefore computationally very efficient. If an
image is of the size and the block size used by the
BTC is , then the number of blocks (pairs of colors)
used to compute BCCM is and can be
constructed “online” as and when it is required. The size of
BCCM is . As have been noted in [15], BCCM is also
very sparse and can be stored very efficiently. However, since
the computation is so trivial, BCCM is computed “on the
fly” and there is no need to store it permanently in an image
database. It is also worth noting that there is no need to decode
the BTC code in the computation of BCCM.

B. Block Pattern Histogram

We further introduce another measure, termed block pattern
histogram (BPH) to characterize the image content. First, we
create a codebook of binary patterns for the bitmap of BTC code
using binary vector quantization. Let
be the bitmap codebook consists ofcodewords and is an

binary pattern.2 Let
be the bitmap of the BTC code, the pattern index of

the bitmap, , is the index of the bitmap codeword that is most
similar to B, formally defined as

(9)

where denotes the Hamming distance between the
two binary patterns (vectors). The BPH is defined as

(10)

That is, is the probability that a BTC bitmap is mapped
to codeword in the bitmap codebook.

For the binary vector quantizer, we have developed a robust
binary vector quantization scheme based on a neural network
learning technique, the frequency sensitive competitive leaning
(FSCL) [21], to design the bitmap codebook. In the author’s
experience, FSCL is a robust VQ codebook design technique.
For a detailed description of the FSCL algorithm, readers are
referred to [21].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We present experimental results of using the image content
descriptors derived from the BTC coding streams for content-
based image retrieval. The images in the database are coded by
BTC and from the coded stream, we derive the images’ BCCM
and BPH. In order to construct these two image features, we first
need to design a global color quantization table and a global
bitmap codebook. To do so, we have used two hundred and

2Notice that there is only ONE (global) binary bitmap quantizer which is not
used in coding.

TABLE I
NUMBER OF QUERIES AND THEIR RETRIEVAL RATES FOR THEBTC AND

COLOR CORRELOGRAMMETHODS PERFORMED ON ATEXTURE IMAGE

DATABASE CONSIST OF720 IMAGES AND 120 DIFFERENTTEXTURE CLASSES.
EACH IMAGE WAS USED IN TURN AS THEQUERY IMAGE AND THEREFORE720
QUERIESWEREPERFORMED. THIS IS INTERPRETED ASFOLLOWS: FOR CC, 482

QUERIES ACHIEVED A RETRIEVAL RATE OF 100%AND 130 QUERIES

ACHIEVED A RETRIEVAL RATE OF 80%, ETC.

thirty five 512 512 pixel, 24 bits/pixel true color texture im-
ages from MIT Media Lab’s VisTex collection.3 We designed a
64-color global color table using all the pixels of these images
based on the FSCL [21] algorithm. To design the bitmap code-
book, we created the training bitmap patterns using all these
images based on (3) and a 256-pattern codebook was created.
Fig. 1 shows the 4 4 bitmap patterns of the 256 codebook. In
constructing the image database, we have also created a color
index hash table (8) for each image.

To retrieve images from the database coded by BTC based
on querying by image example, the query image is first coded
with BTC and its BCCM and BPH are derived and then com-
pared with those of the images in the database. Those images
that are most similar to the query image are returned to the user.
To compare the similarity of two images based on BCCM and
BPH, we can use a relative distance measure [15]. Let BCCM,
BPH and BCCM , BPH be the BCCM and BPH of images

and respectively. The similarity of the images is measured
as the distances between the BCCM’s and BPH’s and is
calculated as follows:

(11)

where and are weighting constants. Note that the two de-
scriptors, BCCM and BPH belong to different modalities. Al-
though it is popular to combine features of different modali-
ties in image retrieval [22] and in computer vision in general
[23], there is no systematic method for combining features of
different modalities and this remains to be a challenging open
problem in computer vision. The general practice (and probably
the only way) to determine the relating weightings of different
modalities is through experiment. However, weightings deter-
mined in this way are data dependent. It is therefore not pos-
sible to give a systematic guideline for choosing the values for

and . What we found that is conclusive, however, is that
in any case, including both descriptors gave better performance
than using only one of either descriptor. As a general guide, both
descriptors should be used together and depending on the ap-
plication, the optimal weighting values have to be determined

3http://vismod.www.media.mit.edu/vismod/imagery/VisionTexture/vistex.htm
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Examples of top 48 retrieved images by different methods from a 720-texture image database. The first image on the top left-hand corner is the query image
and subsequent images from left to right and top to bottom are retrieved image ordered according to their similarity to the query image. (a) Color correlogram,
(b) BTC with BCCM only, and (c) BTC with BCCM and BPH.

experimentally. We found (empirically) that by setting
worked quite well.

A. Texture Image Database

We first used a texture database consists of 120 difference tex-
ture classes, a subset of which is shown in Fig. 2. Notice that this
set of texture images is not those used to train the color table.
The database was formed by dividing 120 single textured im-
ages (each image was judged by human observers as consisting

of roughly a single type of color texture) of size 300200 pixels
into six 100 100 nonoverlapping subimages, thus creating a
database of 720 texture images. A similar testing strategy was
used in [17]. All 720 images were coded using BTC. In the
experiment, each of the 720 images in the database was used
in turn as the query image. For each query image q, the dis-
tances between q and images in the database,, where

, were calculated and sorted in in-
creasing order and the closest set of images were then retrieved.
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Fig. 4. Subset of the 96 querying image pairs. These pairs are divided into set A and B. For each image in set A there is a corresponding similar target image in
set B.

In the ideal case the top 5 retrievals should come from the same
large image as the query image. The performance was measured
in terms of the retrieval rate (RR) defined as follow (this mea-
sure is also know as precision): Letbe the query image from
texture class , i.e., . and , , 2, 3, 4, 5, be the
first five retrievals, the retrieval rate for query imageis

where

if and if (12)

As a comparison, the color auto-correlogram of [15] was also
implemented using exactly as those described
in the original paper. Both methods used the same color table
consisting of 64 colors.

Table I shows the number of queries and their corresponding
retrieval rates for different methods. For the color correlogram
method of [15], 482 queries (out of 720) achieved an RR of
100%, 130 queries achieved an RR of 80%, 68 queries achieved
an RR of 60%, 33 queries achieved an RR of 40% and seven
queries only achieved an RR of 20%. For BCCM only (

and ), 512 queries (out of 720) achieved an RR of
100%, 115 queries achieved an RR of 80%, 60 queries achieved
an RR of 60%, 25 queries achieved an RR of 60% and eight
queries only achieved an RR of 20%. Combining BCCM and
BPH together ( and ), 566 queries (out of 720)
achieved an RR of 100%, 86 queries achieved an RR of 80%,
46 queries achieved an RR of 60%, 17 queries achieved an RR
of 60%, and four queries only achieved an RR of 20%. It is seen
that the new method provides a better performance. Fig. 3 shows
an example of the retrieved images by various methods.

TABLE II
IMAGE RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCES OFCOLOR CORRELOGRAM ANDBTC ON A

PHOTOGRAPHICIMAGE DATABASE CONSIST OF20 000 IMAGES. 96 QUERIES

WEREPERFORMED. THE NUMBER OF QUERIES ANDTHEIR TARGET IMAGES’
RANK RANGE IN THE RETURNEDLIST. THEY ARE INTERPRETED ASFOLLOWS:
FOR THECC METHOD, 72 QUERIESFOUND THEIR CORRESPONDINGTARGET

IMAGE IN THE FIRST RANK, 81 QUERIESFOUND THEIR CORRESPONDING

TARGET IMAGES WITHIN THE FIRST 10 RETURNEDIMAGE, ETC.

From these results, it is seen that for the color correlogram
method, 67% (482/720) of the queries achieved 100% preci-
sion, for the BCCM only method, 71% (512/720) of the queries
achieved 100% precision and for the combined BCCM and BPH
method, 77% (566/720) of the queries achieved 100% precision.
The combined method therefore achieved quite significant im-
provement over the color correlogram method in this particular
test.

B. Color Photo Image Database

In this second experiment, we tested the method on a database
consists of 20 000 color images from the commercially available
Corel Photo Collections. We hand picked 96 pairs of similar
images which were embedded into the database. Fig. 4 shows
a subset of these images, which was divided into set A and set
B. When using an image from set A as query, the goal was to
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Examples of top 48 retrieved images by different methods from a photographic image database consists of 20 000 images. The first image on the top
left-hand corner is the query image and subsequent images from left to right and top to bottom are retrieved image ordered according to their similarity to the query
image. (a) Color correlogram, (b) BTC with BCCM only, and (c) BTC with BCCM and BPH.

retrieve the target image in set B, or vice versa. As a comparison,
we have also implemented the color correlogram method. For
each querying operation, all images in the database are ranked
according to their similarity to the querying image. In the ideal
case, the target image should be in the first rank. Table II shows
the result of using set A as query and set B as target.

In practice, if viewed from a normal distance (about an arm’s
length), an ordinary monitor can display about 30 images on the
screen at any one time to enable a viewer clearly make out the
contents of each image. It is therefore reasonable to consider

that a method which does not find the target image within the
first 30 returned images as failure. With such a definition, from
Table II, we can see that the success rate of color correlogram
was 85/96, i.e., 88.5%, whilst the success rate of the new method
was 89/96, i.e., 92.7%.

Another objective measure of retrieval performance is the av-
erage percentile [3]. Let be the position of the target image
for query image , ( in our case),
in the ordered list of returned images ( in our
case). The values of range from 1 for a perfect match to
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for the worst possible match. The average ranking percentile
is defined as

(13)

For the color correlogram method, , for the
BCCM only method, and for the combined
BCCM and BPH method .

Fig. 5 shows an example of retrieved images. It is seen that the
new method performed at least as well as the color correlogram
method.

It is also interesting to note that the effect of combining BPH
with BCCM was more significant for the color texture database
than for the ordinary color photo database. From Fig. 1, it is
not difficult to see that these binary patterns actually reflect the
texture characteristics of the image in some way. Therefore, it
is easy to understand the results.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented a method for using a well
known image coding technique to achieve both image coding
and content based image retrieval in the compressed domain.
Two image content description features derived directly from
the compressed stream have been developed. To demonstrate
the effectiveness of using the BTC code for image retrieval, we
presented experimental results using a texture database and a
large photographic image database. Results showed that the new
method performed at least as well as, sometime even better than
a state of the art technique. One significant advantage of the
current method is that it achieves coding and retrieval simulta-
neously. As with other techniques that use multimodality fea-
tures, an open question is how to set the relative weightings of
the BCCM and BPH descriptors. In this paper, we followed the
common practice and determined the weightings empirically.

As a final remark, image coding has been studied for a
long time and has also been very successful. All image coding
methods essentially try to extract the most important visual
information and represent them in a compact manner. Indexing
and retrieval for image database applications have becoming
increasingly important. We believe results and experiences of
more than 30 years image coding/compression research can
play a fruitful role in the development of effective and efficient
methods for image indexing and retrieval in large image
database. We hope the present paper has shown a glimpse of
such potential.
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